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Abstract. Procedural flow disruptions secondary to interruptions play a key
role in error occurrence during complex medical procedures, mainly because
they increase mental workload among team members, negatively impacting
team performance and patient safety. Since certain types of interruptions are
unavoidable, and consequently the need for multitasking is inherent to complex
procedural care, this field can benefit from an intelligent system capable of
identifying in which moment flow interference is appropriate without generating
disruptions. In the present study we describe a novel approach for the identifi-
cation of tasks imposing low cognitive load and tasks that demand high cog-
nitive effort during real-life cardiac surgeries. We used heart rate variability
analysis as an objective measure of cognitive load, capturing data in a real-time
and unobtrusive manner from multiple team members (surgeon, anesthesiologist
and perfusionist) simultaneously. Using audio-video recordings, behavioral
coding and a hierarchical surgical process model, we integrated multiple data
sources to create an interactive surgical dashboard, enabling the identification of
specific steps, substeps and tasks that impose low cognitive load. An interrup-
tion management system can use these low demand situations to guide the
surgical team in terms of the appropriateness of flow interruptions. The
described approach also enables us to detect cognitive load fluctuations over
time, under specific conditions (e.g. emergencies) or in situations that are prone
to errors. An in-depth understanding of the relationship between cognitive
overload states, task demands, and error occurrence will drive the development
of cognitive supporting systems that recognize and mitigate errors efficiently and
proactively during high complex procedures.
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1 Introduction

Recent estimates rank medical errors leading to preventable patient harm as the third
cause of death in the U.S. Fifty to 65% of complications experienced by hospitalized
patients are procedural in nature and 75% of adverse events occur in the
procedure/operating room [1]. Preventable errors leading to error cycles precede 80%
of deaths in complex interventional care, and understanding and managing conditions
leading to errors is critical to eliminate preventable patient harm [2]. The U.S. Institute
of Medicine identified workflow disruptions during complex procedures as a leading
contributing factor to medical errors [3]. Procedural flow disruptions secondary to
interruptions have been proposed as surrogates for errors, because they increase mental
workload and stress of interventional team members, negatively affect mental readi-
ness, impair situational awareness and increase fatigue and frustration [4].

Surgical flow disruptions play a key role in preventable error generation during
complex surgical procedures (e.g. robotic surgery). Wiegmann et al. found a linear
relationship between surgical flow disruptions and errors; as the number of disruptions
increased, so did the number of errors (r = 0.47, p < 0.05) [5]. A growing body of
research in complex systems is aiming at manipulating the timing of information
notifications in relationship to the ongoing task to minimize the preventable errors and
surgical flow disruptions [6, 7]. Distractions and interruptions decrease focus and divert
attention from the current task. The cost of distractions and interruptions have been
widely studied in the aviation and transportation industry where it has been shown that
interruption decrease performance [8, 9] and increase stress and perceived workload
[10].

In a complex medical procedural environment, the smooth execution of multi-party
dependencies often depends on the perfect synchronized coordination among the
various members of the healthcare team, the cost of interruptions or distractions can be
extremely high. Proper communication and coordination is extremely essential for the
successful execution of a complex procedure. Breakdown in the communication
workflow, or disruption of the smooth execution of the individual sub-steps can
become critical. Therefore, there is a need to decrease peri-procedural distractions and
interruptions which can increase the perceived workload among surgeons and impair
team performance [11, 12].

Increase in stress levels increases the probability of making mistakes that can have
potentially serious consequences to patient safety [13]. While some distractions such as
noise, interruptions from communication devices and external staff may be avoidable,
certain interruptions such as clinical clarifications, questions, and requests by the OR
staff, may be necessary. For the essential interruptions, unless they are critical, it is
important to be able to present them in between the operation steps, when the surgical
workload and stress is low. From a Human Computer Interaction perspective this
presents new challenges in deciding which machine generated notifications are
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absolutely critical, and when and how to present them without causing major disruption
in the clinical workflow.

In the present study we describe a novel approach for the identification of surgical
tasks imposing low vs high cognitive load during real-life cardiac surgeries. We
hypothesize that timing interruptions during moments of low mental workload will be
less likely to cause flow disruptions vs. interruptions during high workload moments.

2 Methods

In an initial cohort of 10 cardiac surgery cases, we have investigated the cardiac
surgery team performing two different complex procedures: coronary artery bypass
grafting (CABG) and aortic valve replacement (AVR). Regulatory approvals were
obtained by the local Institutional Review Board (IRB), including additional protec-
tions for employees as vulnerable subjects. Both patients and staff signed an IRB
approved informed consent form and separate authorization for the release of infor-
mation due to audio/video recording of the procedures.

2.1 Surgical Process Modeling

A surgical team process model for two common cardiac surgery procedures (CABG
and AVR) was developed by our group and described in a previous study [14]. Each
procedure was segmented in 3 stages, 13–14 steps, 160–180 sub-steps, and approxi-
mately 200 tasks. The cardiac surgery process model uses a 4-level hierarchical
structure involving four sub(teams): surgeon, anesthesiologist, perfusionist and nurse.

2.2 Audio and Video Recording

Two GoPro cameras (HERO4) were placed in the OR at the room corner and surgical
light head, and configured to record an ultra-wide (entire team) and a narrow (surgical
field) field of view at 30 frames per second and 960 pixels of video resolution. Three
stereo digital voice recorders (Sony ICD-PX440) captured audio at 44.1 kHz/192 Kbps
from three team members (surgeon, anesthesiologist and perfusionist) via a lapel
microphone. Video and audio files were recorded in MP4 and MP3 formats respec-
tively and synchronized during post-production.

2.3 Heart Rate Variability Analysis (HRV)

HRV is a validated measure of cognitive workload [15, 16]. A heart rate sensor (Polar
H7 chest strap) was used to capture beat-to-beat (R-R) intervals from three team
members (surgeon, anesthesiologist and perfusionist). We used an ultra-short-term
analysis of HRV, calculating the LF/HF ratio for each 1 min epoch, as validated by
previous studies [17]. We have also assessed self-reported cognitive load by applying
the SURG-TLX questionnaire immediately after the procedure [18].
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2.4 Dashboard for Interactive Task Analysis

A multisource database was created in Excel (format.xlsx) and connected to a data
analytics software (Tableau Desktop, version 10.4), allowing us to build an interactive
dashboard. Figure 1 illustrates our multimodal approach to capture, integrate, syn-
chronize and display data for analysis.

3 Results

In our initial cohort of 10 cardiac surgery procedures (8 CABG and 2 AVR), HRV
parameters presenting statistically significant correlation with the SURG-TLX score
were: standard deviation of normal to normal R-R intervals (SDNN) (r = −0.61,
p < 0.001), HRV triangulation index (r = −0.69, p < 0.001), maximum low frequency
(LF)/high frequency (HF) ratio (r = 0.55, p < 0.027), and number of episodes that
LF/HF ratio was >2.0 (r = 0.80, p < 0.001).

Using HRV LF/HF ratio, we identified multiple moments of low cognitive work-
load throughout the recorded procedures; these moments seem to coincide with
boundaries between tasks (Fig. 2). An interruption management system can time the
interruptions required to exchange critical information during moments of low work-
load. The approach herby described also enables us to detect cognitive load fluctuations
over time or in situations that are prone to errors.

4 Discussion

Complex procedural care is associated with high need for constant communication and
coordination. In a recent systematic review, Rivera-Rodriguez and associates found that
interruptions occur frequently in all healthcare settings but especially in complex
procedural care and that only relatively few studies examined the cognitive implica-
tions of interruptions [19]. Monk et al. have proposed to manipulate the time at which

Fig. 1. Multimodal data embed into the surgical process model.
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the notification of an information is delivered, relative to the execution of the ongoing
task; these Authors proposed that this timing impacts on the cost of the interruption
[20]. Bailey and associates have examined changes in mental workload during exe-
cution of interactive tasks [6]. They observed that workload exhibits transient decreases
at subtask boundaries, corresponding to the completion of large chunks of the task. The
majority of disrupting events in complex procedural care are related to information
exchanges through communication. Since certain types of interruptions are inherent to
complex procedural care, the patient safety field can benefit from an intelligent system
capable of identifying in which moment workflow interference has the lowest cost.

There is lack of data describing patterns and distribution of cognitive workload
among members of teams engaged in complex surgical procedural care and our
ongoing research program is aimed at closing this knowledge gap and enabling new
safety approaches. Procedural flow disruptions secondary to interruptions have been
proposed as surrogates for errors, because they increase mental workload and stress of
interventional team members, negatively affect mental readiness, impair situational
awareness and increase fatigue and frustration. Awareness of the critical importance of
flow interruptions on the quality of teamwork and their impact on patient outcomes has
considerably increased in the last decade. Currently no interruption management sys-
tem is available to the interventional team. Optimal management of flow interruptions
that are required for the acquisition or notification of mission-critical information, may
avoid disrupting the workflow and may lead to fewer error cycles and improved patient
safety. Influential cyber-human systems research suggests that interrupting tasks during
moments of lower mental workload minimizes interruption cost, as transient decre-
ments of mental workload are present at the boundary between tasks, especially after
completion of large chunks of the task. This improved understanding of variations in

Fig. 2. Identification of moments of low cognitive workload at the boundaries between steps
during cardiac surgery.
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mental workload during complex processes offers a solution to optimally time inter-
ruptions of complex medical procedures while minimizing the cost.

Our group has demonstrated that cognitive workload during cardiac surgery pro-
cedures can be monitored in near-real time and changes throughout the procedure,
alternating peaks of high workload with valleys of low workload. We have also
described a context-aware cognitive interface that can predict mental workload in real-
time based on physiological data. Fifty-two percent of disrupting events in complex
procedural care are related to communication; [5] when individuals are disrupted by an
interruption, their attention is shifted away from the primary task to the interruption
task [21]. Once this shift of working memory occurs, situation awareness of the pri-
mary task begins to decay to “make room” for the process required to deal with the
interrupting task; once the primary task is resumed, it is easy for the individual not to
remember which part of the primary task was last completed. When attention is shifted
away from the primary task, the likelihood of an error occurring upon return to the
primary task is increased. Many interruptions however are required to maintain system
performance and their high frequency is indicative of the high need for constant
communication and coordination in healthcare.

5 Conclusions

We maintain that many medical errors are mental workload problems, that workflow
disruptions are surrogates for errors, and that by timing interruptions during moments
of low mental workload, the cost of the interruption (i.e. errors) can be minimized

We therefore hypothesize that a context-aware cognitive system could help manage
the information flow in the procedural suite and avoid flow disruptions and error cycles
leading to patient harm; such system is predicated upon monitoring changes in mental
workload in real-time and delivering interruptions and notifications at the appropriate
time.
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